
Wider reading for A Level Literature 2020 

Hi there Y11s, 
Please find a reading list attached. The aim of the first list is to familiarise you with some 
wider reading which you may choose to use for the coursework which forms part of the A 
Level. There are some amazing and diverse reads on the list: some of them may change the 
way you think about life and society, whereas some of them will be texts you never want to 
read again! 
The second list  introduces you to more of the literary canon.  
Many of these texts can be purchased very cheaply second hand. Don't worry too much 
about which editions you read/acquire. However, if you are investing in new versions, 
Norton Critical editions of texts are sometimes more expensive but often give you literary 
critical articles and ideas to enhance your reading.  
For anyone who is really keen to read some Shakespeare, it is likely (but not certain) that we 
will be studying 'Othello'. If you wish to purchase the play, the Arden edition is the most 
appropriate for A Level study. 
Enjoy the reading. Please contact me if you have any questions. We are really looking 
forward to teaching you in September. 
It would be great if people could read some texts and send me their reviews - I'd be happy 
to share ideas amongst us and perhaps we could establish a bit of a virtual book group, 
discussing what we like or dislike about the writers, their methods and their wonderful 
characters. 

You will have your set texts to read, but it would be beneficial and enjoyable for you, in the 
first instance, to read around this first, rather diverse selection of texts as reading them can 
help you in making a decision about which texts you want to focus on for your coursework.  

Possible Coursework Texts 

Small Island by Andrea Levy 

Christina Rossetti’s poem Goblin Market 

The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini  

Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad 

Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart 

Enduring Love by Ian McEwan  

Great Expectations by Charles Dickens 

 Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s poem The Rime of the Ancient Mariner  

Additional wider reading 

Pride and Prejudice, Sense and Sensibility, Emma, Northanger Abbey by Jane Austen  

The Return if the Native, Far From the Madding Crowd by Thomas Hardy  
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Alias Grace by Margaret Atwood  

The Bell Jar by Sylvia Plath  

Dracula by Bram Stoker  

Captain Corelli's Mandolin by Louis de Bernieres  

Ghosts, A Doll’s House by Henrik Ibsen  

The Crucible by Arthur Miller  

The Reader by Berhard Schlink  

The Fifth Child by Doris Lessing  

The Importance of Being Ernest by Oscar Wilde  

Hard Times by Charles Dickens  


